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ABBYY FlexiCaptureuses application-specific variables to capture the data thatshould be captured. For
example, invoice number, total quantity, and total sum are different things than project number, project
code, and project name. Depending on the business rules and policy, I can use any of them in my work.

Ican create a project with project code, project name,and project number. I have the app-specific
variablesfor invoice number, total quantity, and total sum andso that all those things are captured. At

thesame time, I'm able to extract the desired data in the right format. The automation I implemented, I
utilized ABBYY FlexiCapture for that. It has been used in a number of complex transactions. The way we

operate invoices from clients is somewhat different. For example, theinvoice number contains the client's
name and the invoice amount. What I did was to create a client, and then I tagged all the invoices. Then,

the customer can use the client as a label. The customer cancreate a quote which has the client as its
label. If he wants to quote an item, he justpicks up a customer from the client. When we create the quote,
we get the client as a field and we name it client. Then, we have one more field and that is the price field.
The client automaticallygets assigned to that field. When we go through a PDF, we automatically pick it up
as a label for that field. We just need to have a very simple interface and the job is done.We do not need
to create a human and have a human read all the invoices. Instead, we have a system that captures the

invoices and spits it out.We can scale this and create a client that can be assigned to different customers.
We can then make this project generic and use the same client as a label for the quote.
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abbyy makes it very easy for people to be involved in, which is important. if someone is an ocr developer
and they are looking for a solution that can be used without too much hassle, they can use abbyy. they
can customize it for their requirement, and they can be involved in it. with the abbyy flexicapture, i can
send an invoice and i can say, i want it to be signed. i want it to be scanned. i want it to be processed. i

want it to be formatted to fit into our customer relationship management system. abbyy takes care of all
of that and then the developer doesn't have to worry about it. for example, the pdf ocr is not available for

free, but the abbyy flexicapture is. the abbyy flexicapture is a very powerful product and it can be
customized for every customer. we have the option of customization and we have the option of

customization from multiple parts of the invoices. we can customize the language and we can customize
the price. the prices are based on the number of invoices that are going to be prepared. and you get the
results that you need. the other tool that we use is the kofax xpress. we have a lot of customers that use
kofax. this is the simplest in terms of scanning and that's why we use kofax. i would say that our focus is
on the invoice reading. we have a lot of different solutions for that. we have abbyy flexicapture. we have

kofax xpress. we have a front-end. and we have the abbyy flexicapture. we use that because it's the
simplest for us. it is the easiest. the advantage of this solution is that we could extract from different types

of pdfs, such as digital and scanned invoices. there was no need for any training for the users. just
because it is abbyy, the people who had to learn it just learned it as a tool. the business rules are in pega.
then, there is a change management function. if there are changes in the templates, those change to the

abbyy flexicapture system, and it goes over to sap. the second is that there is no need for any user
training. 5ec8ef588b
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